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Glasgow School of Art 

Written submission from Dr. Katrina M. Brown 

The comments submitted here are focused around the future of the Mackintosh 
building, the cultural issues that have arisen in the aftermath of the fire at The 
Mack, and not the technical, legal, academic matters, or indeed the fire itself, 
which others are far better placed to address. They are prepared with a bit of 
distance from the shock and anger at the fire in June 2018, and provided with 
some concern about the nature of recent discussions around the way forward. 

My relationship to the building is long and multifarious. It runs from attending 
Saturday morning classes, as a wide-eyed secondary-school pupil, in the 
basement studios in the 1980s, through attending lengthy meetings in the board 
room as a governor; going to degree show openings or exhibition openings in the 
Mack museum, including speaking at the opening of the late Steven Campbell‘s 
exhibition in 2008; introducing artists speaking in the notoriously uncomfortable 
but utterly glorious lecture theatre; to a very special, memorable dinner in the 
incredible, beautiful, library, So is my response in part emotional? Yes. And how 
rare and brilliant to have a building in our midst that elicits such emotional 
responses to ‘bricks and mortar’. 

It is also, however, based on knowledge and understanding of the cultural 
infrastructure of the city of Glasgow, and especially the visual arts, for which both 
the city and the school have redoubtable reputations.  

The Mack provided a portal to another world for the students who walked through 
its doors. Whether attending Saturday morning classes as a teenager – as I and 
thousands of others have done – or as under-graduate, full-time students, the 
impact effected by the very nature of the building is simply immeasurable. That 
does not, however, mean that it is without value. Quite the opposite. It is a rare, 
powerful and significant example of the way in which good (even brilliant) 
architecture can support, sustain and inspire. And it is not, of course, just the best 
building in Glasgow: it is one of the best buildings in the world. A fact attested to 
by the vast majority of international artists, curators, writers and other visitors I 
have worked with over recent decades, whether from New York, Beirut, 
Melbourne, Mexico City, or innumerable other places, who have all wanted to 
visit the Mack during their stays in Glasgow. It is truly rare to have such a thing 
that communicates so well and so widely in our city, and the prospect of its loss, 
as news of the second fire broke, was felt world-wide. 

“Even at a great distance, it hurts”  

Linda Yablonksy, Artforum, New York 

It is impossible to quantify or understand the magic that this building wove far and 
wide. Glasgow’s renown and reputation internationally is so intricately interwoven 
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with this building that its absence or withdrawal from use would be tantamount to 
erasing one of the truly world-class cultural stories we have.  

People understand the significance that a building like that can have in a city 
such as ours – that it fuels ambition, confidence, aspiration and that our best 
building should be an art school – not a bank, or a church - I think says so much 
about Glasgow at its best. Ambitious, creative and productive. 

The building also – now over 100 years old – remained the most ‘fit for purpose’ 
of GSA’s estate, prior to the completion of the Reid building. It was custom-
designed as an art school and if a building to Mackintosh’s design is to stand on 
that site again, it must be in the service of art school education. Yes, with all the 
relevant 21st-century safety and security features built in, and yes, with public 
visiting hours integrated into its operations, as they were previously. It may even 
be an opportunity to re-assess how the state ensures the on-going preservation 
of such significant buildings, beyond just the tagging as ‘listed’, to ensure that the 
hugely onerous task of maintaining, protecting and continually conserving such a 
nationally and internationally important building does not overwhelm a small, 
specialist institution like GSA. 

The Mack’s beauty was two-fold – its remarkable design and its day-to-day use. 
The fact that students starting out on their lives worked in such an environment is 
often sited by former students as a hugely positive and eye-opening experience. 
You don’t have to throw a stone too far from its front steps to find someone who 
grew up in Glasgow and whose life was transformed, not just by the higher 
education experience, but by the very idea that a building such as that could be 
ours. Rebuilding the Mack ought also to be an investment in students and in 
studying, in the merits of education per se. 

We know it can be re-built and thank goodness for that. But it is just important 
that it is rebuilt for its intended purpose: as an art school. To take something with 
such considerable value and meaning and turn it into a relic, or an exploitable 
commodity would be sheer, reprehensible folly. The commitment to rebuild is 
entirely correct, but the commitment to ensure its on-going life as a school is 
equally vital. 

We need The Mack as the heart of the art school – for all it signifies about 
Glasgow as a place of production, not only consumption of culture. The restored 
Mack, returned to its daily use as a functioning, dynamic art school, can serve 
both agendas: as a place of education, and production, a resource for the city 
and its citizens, and also, simultaneously as a world-class tourist destination. 

I understand there has also been some discussion about the idea of re-building 
on another site, which seems bizarre at best, not least as the rest of the School’s 
campus is on Garnethill. Removing the Mack from the city centre would decimate 
the cultural life and vibrancy of the area, especially of the already challenged 
Sauchiehall Street. More than most buildings, the Mack has a powerful 
relationship to its site – it was designed for this hill-top position – with its castle-
like gable ends. Building it on another site could only ever be a bastardisation of 
Mackintosh’s design and incur considerable reputational damage to the city 
internationally.  
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Displacing it, or changing its use would be to take all that ambition, creativity and 
production, and make it history. 

The School is of course more than the Mack – it is just one of its several 
buildings, and this discussion does not begin to touch on teaching. The Mack is 
also considerably more than the School. As much as the School needs the Mack, 
the Mack needs the School. 

As artist and former student at GSA, Martin Boyce wrote in frieze  

“What matters is that in 20 or 50 years from now people can push open those 
swing doors, walk in and study art in the Mack” 

https://frieze.com/article/can-glasgow-school-art-rise-ashes-turner-prize-winners-and-nominees-what-made-it-so-magical

